Harbinger Systems to Exhibit at the Internet of Things World
Conference 2016
Visit us at booth #325 to witness how new IoT possibilities are being explored in
Smart office and Healthcare ecosystem
PUNE, INDIA; REDMOND, WA, MAY 4, 2016
Harbinger Systems, a global company providing software technology services, announced that it would
be exhibiting at the Internet of Things World Conference, the world’s largest and most comprehensive
IoT event from May 10 to 12 at the Santa Clara Convention Center, Silicon Valley, CA.
“Enterprises are harnessing the power of IoT to spearhead large scale digital transformation. Going
beyond the connected things, devices and sensors, today, IoT real-time analytics and IoT platforms,
standards, have opened new horizons,” says Jyotsna Kulkarni, President, Harbinger Systems. “We are
excited to participate in the IoT World 2016 Conference and look forward to exchange views with the
industry veterans,” she added.
Harbinger Systems has worked with enterprises and systems helping them build robust IoT applications,
intelligent wearable health devices, and smart office products - products that can monitor the
environment, office or consumers- patients, people and more.
Harbinger can develop your IoT applications connecting people, process, and things. We have experience
in device management through IoT platforms, standards, and APIs. At the IoT World, Harbinger plans to
highlight the solutions developed in the smart office, health wearables and analytics space. Visit
Harbinger Systems at booth #325 to learn more on how we can collaborate with you in your IoT product
or systems development.
With over 10,000 attendees, 350+ industry thought leaders and 200+ exhibitors; the Internet of Things
World provides a unique opportunity to meet key players in the marketplace. To pre-book a meeting with
Harbinger team to discover how Harbinger can create value for you, please write to us at
hsinfo@harbingergroup.com.
Harbinger looks forward to interacting with product companies and industry experts at the Internet of
Things World Conference.
About Harbinger Systems
Harbinger Systems is a global company providing software technology services for independent software
vendors and enterprises, with a specialization in product engineering. Since 1990, Harbinger has
developed a strong customer base worldwide.
Harbinger Systems builds software solutions leveraging social, mobile, analytics, and cloud (SMAC)
technologies and IoT (Internet of Things) for domains such as healthcare, human capital management
(HCM), eLearning, and publishing. Harbinger Systems also uses emerging technologies like Big-Data

and OpenStack for tech startups. International Association of Outsourcing Professionals (IAOP) ranks
Harbinger Systems in The Global Outsourcing 100 listing consecutively for last five years. Recently,
Harbinger is recognized in 2015 Global R&D Service Providers Rating – Product Engineering Services,
by leading management consulting firm Zinnov.
Harbinger Systems is a part of Harbinger Group. Harbinger Group is a leading global provider of
innovative software products and services to companies in over 60 countries. For more information about
Harbinger Systems, visit www.harbinger-systems.com
About Internet of Things World
Internet of Things World 2016 is the world’s largest and most comprehensive IoT event with over 10,000
attendees; 350+ industry thought leaders and 200+ exhibitors. With a focus this year on monetizing the
IoT revolution through bringing together ecosystem-wide attendees, stakeholders and investors, Internet
of Things World provides a unique opportunity to meet key players in the marketplace.
With a comprehensive conference agenda covering everything from manufacturing to smart cities,
connected cars, the smart home, healthcare, energy & agriculture, supply chain & logistics plus much
more, Internet of Things World 2016 boasts the most comprehensive IoT agenda in the marketplace. In
addition to conference passes this year, the event will also offer free exhibition only passes for those
wishing to browse the expo hall, allowing visitor’s access to selected summits and the exhibition floor for
networking and meeting news suppliers.
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